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Pricing is perhaps one of the most difficult parts of any business. If you make your rates too
high then you will not have enough customers to support your business. If you make them too
low then you will not be able to make a sufficient profit to stay in business. Right now you may
be hoping that there will be a magical rate that I’ll give you that will make everything perfect.
Unfortunately with all of the variables in this business (and in life and demographics) there just
is not such number. Instead, I’m going to focus on different strategies you may need to
employ, then give you the good, the bad and the ugly for each one. It will then be your
decision, as a business owner to decide which (if any) of these strategies works best for you!
You may find that the best strategy is actually a combination of strategies.
Undoubtably you are familiar with at least a few of these….

Determining YOUR hourly rate
This is easy, right? You will need to determine how many hours a job will take. You will also
need to determine what your ratio of billable hours (time in the field that you can actually
charge for) versus non-billable hours (the time you spend doing paperwork, marketing, etc).
Daily, weekly and monthly expenses must also be calculated. By determining these variables,
you will be able to calculate the amount of money you must make to stay in business and
perhaps determine what the ideal rate would be for maximum profitability.

Use the following questions as a guide ….

How many hours can you work in a week?
How many weeks paid vacation will you take a year?
What are your monthly operating expenses?
How much money do you NEED to make a week/month?
How much money do you WANT to make a week/month?
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Example:
How many hours can you work in a week? 40 - 50
How many weeks paid vacation will you take a year? 2
What are your monthly operating expenses? $1500/mo
How much money do you NEED to make a week/month? $2000/mo = $500/wk
How much money do you WANT to make a week/month? $3000/mo = $750/wk

Once you have these numbers you can start making some progress in calculating what you
need and what you want to make as an hourly rate.

Next you will need to determine how much of your weekly workload is billable and how much is
non-billable. I would suggest that you consider this ratio: 30% billable, 70% non-billable.
That’s right! Unless you have hired help to do some of the paperwork and marketing, more
than half your time is going to be spent working your business – not doing the work!

So….. What does that mean?

Based on our example above, you need to make at least $500/wk with 2 weeks paid vacation.
This actually means that you need to make at least $520/wk (adding 2 weeks pay = $1000/50
weeks working in the year + $500/wk you already said you needed to make)

How many hours can you work in a week? 40 – 50 – we’ll assume 40 for our calculations…
What are your monthly operating expenses? $1500/mo – that’s $375/wk
$520 + $375 = $895/wk required income; 40 x 30% billable hours = 12 hrs billable/wk
$895/ 12 hrs = $75/hr minimum
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What about the wanted weekly pay?
$750 + 30 (you’ll want that extra amount on your time off too, right?) = $780/wk
$780 + $375 (expenses) = $1155/ wk required income; 40 x 30% billable hours = 12 billable/wk
$1155/ 12 hrs = $96.25/hr minimum

So there you have it – if you work a full time staging job and need to make between $2000 and
$3000 wk then you will need to charge at least $75 - $95/hr AND work at least 12 billable
hours every week! (Please note this is based on our example – your variables may be quite
different).
You should be able to determine, based on your needs, expenses and available schedule just
what you are required to make to have the income level you choose.
Don’t forget to do a little research on what other local companies charge. We’ll talk more on
competitive pricing later, but remember, you don’t want to be too much higher or too much
lower than your competition either.

Increasing Your Pay

So, you’ve done the calculations and compared them to your local area and the result is that
you just don’t have 1) enough hours in the day or 2) are way out of your competitive pricing?
Now what? Really the only way to get what you want/need is to get more done in less time.
This is where you may need to consider hiring an employee for some of the non-billable hours,
allowing you to have more billable hours, or adding team members to help reduce the amount
of time a job takes – increasing the number of jobs that can get done at a time – increasing your
billable rate! Each possible strategy will show you an option for adding a team member(s).

Let’s talk about some of the options for getting paid – then we’ll come back to options for
increasing your pay…..
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Calculating the Time

Before we try to determine how we are planning on billing, we may need to discuss how long
staging should take. In order to determine any of our billing strategies and provide a quote for
work prior to the actual work, we will need to have a way of determining how long a job should
take. Some stagers will work quickly, while others may work more slowly. This is only a rough
guideline and should be adjusted accordingly.
Small rooms - .25 hr (powder, bathroom, laundry, sm. Kitchens, etc)
Medium rooms - .50 hr (lg. kitchens, dining, sunrooms, porches, additional bedrooms, etc)
Large rooms – 1.0 hr (master suite, living room, study, etc)

By calculating the rough time involved in staging a property before giving the quote you can
determine how much time will need to be allotted and then determine which strategy is best
for you.
Times may be greatly decreased based on additional labor. The more experience a team
member or assistant has, the less time it will take for the work to be done.

Example: A 3600 sqft home with a Great Room, Formal Dining Room, Office, Breakfast Room,
Large Kitchen, Screened in back porch, large front porch, 5 bdrms, 5 baths and media room will
take how many hours, roughly speaking?
Great Room - .5

Formal Dining Room - .5

Office – 1.0

Breakfast Room - .5

Large Kitchen - .5

Screened in back porch - .5

large front porch - .5

5 bdrms – 3

5 baths – 1.5

media room - .5
Total time: 9 hours
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Billing Strategy #1 – By the hour

This is straight forward. Calculate the number of hours a job will take and multiply it by your
hourly rate. I do recommend that you do not tell your client what your hourly rate is, however.
They don’t necessarily understand billable and non-billable hours in this job, or how much of
your job is non-billable. The hourly rate is just used to calculate what you need to charge the
client (except perhaps in very short jobs like consultations). You don’t want to have to explain
why you may charge as much as an attorney!
Ex: A staging job is estimated to take 5 hours. Your rate is $95/hr.
$95 x 5/hrs = $475

Adding a team member – First you will need to determine what their hourly rate will be. This
will have a lot to do with how much training they have had, how much work they can do on
their own and how often they work for you. Example: an assistant (to clean glass, steam linens,
etc – lower skill set) may work for $8-$20/hr, a team member (some training, able to work on
their own with little supervision) may work for $15 - $25/hr, a team lead (experience & able to
manage the job or a team on their own) may work for $25 - $50/hr.
Example: The same 5-hr job above with an assistant may only take 4 hrs to complete. Still
charging your $95/hr rate to the client, you would actually be able to 1) accomplish more in
your day 2) take home more money than working on your own. Here’s how that looks…
Quoted price to client: $475
$475 - $40 (Cost of assistant $10/hr x 4 hrs) = $435/4 hrs actual work = $108.75 your hourly pay

What would happen if you had a team member and assistant? This job may have been reduced
to 3 hours actual work. The quoted cost to client would still be $475.
Cost of Assistant: $10/hr x 3 hrs = 30

Cost of team member: $20/hr x 3 hrs = $60

$475 – $30 - $60 = $385/3 hrs actual work = $128 your hourly pay
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An established company may even be able to send different teams out to do different jobs on
their own, with only limited oversight. Watch this…. Quoted cost to client $475
Same as above but with a team lead, a team member and assistant? This job reduced to 3
hours actual work.
Cost of Assistant: $10/hr x 3 hrs = 30

Cost of team member: $20/hr x 3 hrs = $60

Cost of team lead: $50/hr x 3 hrs = $150
$475 - $30 - $60 - $150 = $235 - YOUR PROFIT!
That’s right! Did you even do the work on this job? You may have been working another job at
the time that this job was being done…..

Billing Strategy #2 – Daily or Flat Rate

Another solid billing strategy, and perhaps the most common one, is to have a daily or flat rate.
As our schedules are flexible, but typically only one job can be done on a single day, charging a
daily rate is an acceptable business strategy. To calculate your daily rate, you must do the same
rough calculations as the hourly fee and multiply it times what you deem as a full day’s work
(typically 6-8 hrs) or half a day’s work.
This calculation will often work to your advantage as not all jobs will take the entire day. Just as
with the hourly rate, it is typically not advantageous to explain to your client how your rate is
determined, only that this is your rate. (Again, check with your competition to ensure that you
are not too much higher or too much lower than your competition - we’ll discuss this more
later.)
Example: $95/hr pay x 4 hrs = $380 – a common half day rate may then be $395 (round up for
additional profit – no one knows how you calculated it and this will make sense to them)
$95/hr pay x 8 hrs = $760 – a common full day rate may then be $795

Adding a team member - First you will need to determine what their hourly rate will be, or will
they be paid based on a flat or daily fee? This will still have a lot to do with how much training
they have had, how much work they can do on their own and how often they work for you.
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Example: You are being hired to stage an occupied property. After reviewing the property, you
have determined it will take you approximately 6 - 7 hrs to stage it.

Quoted cost to client based on daily rate: $795 (your pay = $122.30/hr based on 6.5 work hrs)

Adding an assistant (reduces time by 1.5 hrs): $795 - $50 ($10/hr x 5 hrs) =
$745/ 5 hrs work = $149/ hr your pay

Adding an assistant & team member (reduces time by 3 hrs): $795 - $35 - $70 (3.5 x $20/hr) =
$690/3.5 hrs work = $198/hr your pay;

with a Team lead (@ $50/hr): $515 YOUR PROFIT!

Don’t want to keep track of hourly rates for team members either? Offer THEM a flat fee for
their work. That’s right! You get the job, and then you let your team know how much they can
earn to do a certain amount of it…
Using the last example, consider splitting the amount with the team lead and having them hire
and pay their team members and assistants! You will make a little bit less money, but you will
be even more hands off and be able to accomplish even more in your day! This may also work
well to balance employee vs. independent contractor status. (We will discuss that more later.)

Personally I find the flat fee to be the easiest and most consistent rate strategy. You will win
big on some, and just make your hourly on others. Ultimately it is easy to tell a client that my
‘staging fee is $X per job’. With vacant homes, adding or subtracting a room to a quote does
not significantly change your time. Creating a flat staging fee for vacant homes is an easy way
to reduce your time calculating quotes and keeps you from losing out when homeowners
decide to take a smaller staging package than recommended.
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Billing Strategy #3 – Percent of List Price

This particular strategy mirrors the real estate industry. Rather than calculating the time and
cost of doing a single job, jobs are averaged out to create a base level fee. A common
percentage for staging may be 1-1.5%. This job is NOT advantageous to those new in business
or the faint of heart. This kind of strategy is commonly paid for at close in escrow, but is not
required to be set up that way.
You will need to determine what services are included with this kind of billing. Will you provide
extended services such as painting, wallpaper removal or bringing in furniture?
Example: List Price $250,000 at 1% = $2500 staging fee
$2500 – all associated expenses (painting, packing, moving and labor) = your profit

If you work closely with several top producing agents and have a team this may be a great
strategy to employ for occupied homes, where most of the cost is labor (relatively inexpensive).
You will often be able to charge more using this method, but will have much risk involved. If
you chose to charge at escrow (closing) then you should have a flat fee paid up front to cover
most of your actual expenses.

Adding a team member – there is no real strategy here except that you will need to determine
how and when your team members will be paid. Who will be taking the risks? Will you share in
the risks and reward or will you pay them outright and absorb the risk for a higher reward?

Example: A typical occupied staging job may take a team of an assistant, team member and
lead stager (or you the owner) 5-6 hours to finish – we will bill 8 hours and/or a full day rate for
calculations. This house is 2350 sqft and listed at $250,000.
Hourly Calculations: 8 x $95 = $769

Flat/Daily Rate: $795

Assistant ($60), Team member ($120), Team Leader ($300)
Without Team Lead: $580 ($96/hr)

With Team Lead: $280 PROFIT

Percentage @ 1.0% = $2,500 – ($180 or $480) = $2320 or $2020
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As stated, when doing this type of billing, you may want to add accessories or props to
complete the overall look of the home, particularly if you are getting paid at closing. You will be
as invested as the agent and the home seller. If you require a low deposit of $250 upon signing
then your up-front costs of the assistant and team member would be covered, however your
time and profit are still at risk.
You can see that even if you don’t close every deal under this concept, it could be quite
lucrative. You will want to work closely with the homeowner and the agent to make sure the
home is kept in ‘showing’ condition and that it is priced and marketed properly.
Again, a cautionary note that this is a risky billing strategy and should only be used by those
who are able to not be paid on some deals.

Billing Strategy #4 – Price Per Square Foot

This strategy is really only viable for consultations. Because larger homes take longer to do,
basing your pricing on the square footage may be a viable solution. You should also have a
minimum price in play.
Example: You have determined that it takes you approximately 1.5 hrs to complete a
consultation for an average home of 1800 sqft in your community. Your hourly rate is $95/hr.
This will be your base pay. Based on this rate, you can determine that the cost of sqft is $.08
per sqft ($95 x 1.5 divided by 1800 sqft). Your minimum consultation rate should be $150
based on this amount and homes larger than 1800 sqft will be billed at $.08 sqft.
Based on our earlier project, the cost of a consultation would be $188. (2350 sqft)
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Billing Strategy #5 – Combination Strategies

Particularly when dealing with consultations or staging fees for vacant jobs (not including
furniture rentals), using a combination of strategies is useful. The most common example of
this is combining strategy #2 & #4.
Consider offering your clients a flat fee based on square footage.
Example: Homes under 2500 sqft = $175 consultation fee, homes 2500 sqft or larger are $225.
Vacant staging fees for homes under 2500 sqft = $500, over 2500 sqft = $650

To effectively employ this strategy, you will need to know your averages. Your calculations will
be based on winning some and losing some, but in the end, you are making at least what you
need/want to make per week.

Billing Strategy #6 – Rentals (percentage)

Through the course of your career, you will run across the occasion to rent out pieces of
furniture, rugs, artwork or accessories. If you rent them from a rental company, clearly they
will dictate pricing. If you chose to carry inventory and rent it out, you will need a way to
calculate these rates. The most common calculation is as a percentage of the retail value of the
item. You will need to determine what rate works best for your business model, but most rates
are between 10-20%. A good way to determine what will work in your area is to visit a local
rental company and determine what they use. Keep your calculations in that ballpark.
Example: You are staging a charming home and purchase an IKEA Ektorp sofa and slipcover for
$400. The matching chairs are $250 each. World Market coffee table is $250, matching end
tables are $199. Lamps were $50 each at TJMaxx. The rug came from Marshalls at only $185!
Your total rental bill is $183.30 (round up to $185) a month.
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Billing Strategy #7 – Package Pricing

If you own your own inventory, package pricing may be a strong option. It minimizes the time
to create quote and can give you a competitive edge against the competition. When offering
package pricing, consider offering multiple options. Below is an example of a possible quote
form.

Rooms Included:
Master Suite
Living Room
Dining Room
Eat-in Kitchen
Kitchen
Breakfast Room
Den/Study
Family Room
Bedroom 2
Bedroom 3
Bedroom 4
Bedroom 5
Additional Baths
Workout Room
FROG/Loft/Bonus
Landing
Front Porch
Back Porch
Sunroom
Foyer
Extra Services
After Photos for MLS
Virtual tour for MLS
Added to ActiveRain.com
Added to
WeStageSC.com
Branded Virtual Tour
INITIAL PRICE
CONTRACT LENGTH
ADDITIONAL MONTHLY

BASIC PACKAGE
√
√
√
√

STANDARD PACKAGE
√
√
√
√

PREFERRED PACKAGE
√
√
√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√

$2,400
3 MONTHS
$400

$2,800
3 MONTHS
$450

√
√
$3,600
3 MONTHS
$500

√
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By clearly showing your clients exactly which rooms are covered in each quote and labeling
their total staging costs they are able to identify which package best fits their needs and
budget.
Another possible advantage to offering quotes in package pricing in this format is that you may
be competing against another staging company who charges less than you do for your services.
By showing what you provide in various price points, you may be able to eliminate their lowball service offer by showing that you too can compete on price – if that is the only obstacle.
Typically, once you are able to show that you are competitive on price too, it is easy to up-sell
them to a higher package.
Notice the language of this particular quote. The terms basic, standard, and preferred bring to
mind a specific set of services. Who typically wants only the ‘basic’ package – particularly when
you let them know that you don’t even post it on your website or in other forums because it is
‘not even your standard package’? When dealing with higher end properties, or trendier
neighborhoods, it is not uncommon for them to chose the preferred package simply because it
is ‘preferred’!
Best of all, when dealing with package pricing, both the agent and the homeowner know
exactly what to expect from your services, how they compare to the competition (and to each
other package you are offering) and what they will cost over the term of their contract.

Putting it all together….

Based on the most common and calculated pricing strategies, you should be getting a clearer
picture of how to grow a sustainable and profitable business. You have options based on how
much business you currently have and a way to sustainably grow a team while increasing your
profitability. Let’s take a few minutes to go over some possible scenarios and determine which
pricing strategies might work best for you….
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A client requests you to stage their 2750 sqft home that is being listed for $328,000. The home
is 4 bdrms, 2.5 baths, with a Living Room, Kitchen, Dining Room, Breakfast Room and Study.
There is a sunroom and a small front porch. The home is lived in but needs some additional
items in some of the rooms including a dining table w/6 chairs, artwork in the master bedroom
and additional lighting in the living room. (All strategies are calculated using the pricing
examples calculated in earlier scenarios.)
Strategy #1 – hourly (time estimated?)
4 bdrms – 2.5

2.5 baths - .75

Living Room - 1

Kitchen - .25

Dining Room - .5

Breakfast Room - .5

Study – 1

Total time: 6.5 hrs

$95/hr x 6.5 hrs = $617.50

Strategy #2 – Flat or daily fee
Estimated time: 6.5 hrs = $795

Strategy #3 – Percent of List Price
Estimated price @ 1% = $3,280

Strategy #4 – Price Per Sqft – N/A (only for consultations)

Strategy #5 – Combination Pricing
Homes over 2500 sqft - $650

Strategy #6 – Rentals –
dining table - $20 ($200 table)

6 chairs - $12 each x 6 = $72

2 lamps @ $5 each = $10

total rental = $117/mo

artwork - $15
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Strategy #7 – Package Pricing – N/A

Based on the possible strategies above, the quote for this property would probably be in the
$650 - $800 range plus $120/mo rental fees. If there is a minimum monthly rental (standard is
frequently 3 months) the quote may be approximately $1150 to stage this unit.
With rental fees included (if you owned the inventory), Strategy #3 may be an option for the
sellers. They would have minimal initial expense without an ongoing monthly rate and you
would have a higher possible reward.

For additional help on this subject be sure to tune into the monthly Pricing Strategy Webinar
offered by Staging And Redesign and included in this module.
Check out
www.StagingAndRedesign.com for schedule or to register.
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